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RUTHVEN TODD MEMOIR

There is a feature essay on Ruthven Todd by Julian Symons—poet, crime-story writer, critic, editor—in the April/May issue of London Magazine.

MORTON D. PALEY

Anyone needing to correspond with Morton Paley before December 7, 1979 should write to the Chelsea Arts Club 143, Old Church Street London, S.W.3 England.

MIDWEST MLA BLAKE

There is to be a Blake forum—"Blake and the Fall of Man: Part I"—at the meeting of the Midwest Modern Language Association in Indianapolis, Indiana, 9 November 1979. The Chair is Mary Lynn Johnson of Cornell College and the University of Iowa, and the participants are

Martin K. Nurmi (Kent State University), "The Structure of the Fallen Psyche"
Dan Miller (University of Iowa), "Allegory and the Fall"
John E. Grant (University of Iowa), "The Exulsion as the Titlepage of Songs of Innocence and of Experience"

BLAKE SALE


WINTER ISSUE

We mailed the winter issue with the spring issue because we discovered to our dismay that the winter issue was still there—in boxes stacked in the mail room of the university post office—when the spring issue was sent over from the printing plant! Our apologies for any inconvenience caused by the post office's error.

SUSAN CORBAN

Blake has a new circulation manager and editorial assistant, Susan Corban, whose B.A. (in English, with a minor in Art History) is from Wells College in Aurora, New York. Susan is the only member of the Blake staff at the University of New Mexico who gets paid. Everyone else is a graduate-student volunteer. Volunteer editorial assistants are responsible for much of the design, layout, and pasteup of the journal. They do a lot of work.